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About This Game

Worlds of Chaos: Invasion is a single player, party based open-world tactical RPG with a strong emphasis on exploration,
tactical real-time-with-pause combats and party creation. It has a deep, fun and intense combat system that will challenge you to

your limits, and will make clever decisions count.

You build a party of 5 characters that are exactly what you want : no classes or choice restrictions. Creating good and balanced
characters with the right combinations of stats, skills, equipments, items and magic abilities, is what matters the most. In this

game, a huge importance has been put on making every choice equal in power. What is important for a good party is not
choosing the best skills, but an efficient combination of choices that work well together. And that is completely up to you, the

player, to figure out. Your combinations will be unique to your style and choices.

Battles are fast-paced, and you will need to take a lot of decisions, each of which will help you overcome the difficult foes that
you encounter. Choosing which abilities to use, when and how to use them, choosing the right positioning of your warriors and

the right targets for each of them, knowing which equipments and consumables to use and when, are what will bring you victory.

Key Features :

  Single player tactical RPG where you control a party of 5 characters that you create with no class restriction, they are
how you decide, completely.
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  Very intense real-time-with-pause tactical gameplay that keeps you on your toes.

  Deep combat system that rewards clever party organization and statistical skill outside of combat, and smart tactical
thinking inside combat.

  Injuries system that weakens enemies (and party characters) that have been hit, so focusing attacks on one enemy is
unnecessary and often a bad idea. Injuring many enemies to make them weaker by taking opportunities in combat and
using each of your characters at their best is way better.

  Each situation, each combat demands different strategies. There are no tactics that will work every time, adaptability is
crucial. Check combat video to see this in action.

  No dead time in this game unlike most rpgs : corpses are auto-looted, you can fast-travel to explored places at any time,
time consuming parts are taken off this game to keep the most interesting ones : exploration, combats, fast loots, fast
shopping, fast and simple party management.

  (Early access) The game now has 21 hours of contents and can now be played from the start to the end. It will still be
improved but at least you have a complete game.
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worlds of chaos invasion

i installed it on windows 10 but it wont load up. Harpoon gun is freaking amazing! :o. My favourite thing to do in VR. I tried to
pick up graffiti years ago, but the stuff I can do in a sketch book is just not the same. I showed it to a friend who used to write,
but gave it up a long time ago. He was blown away by it as well, and said in a lot of ways it's like the real thing, which was a
pretty great recommendation in my eyes. I love to put on some chill hop, jump in and play. It's the most relaxing activity in my
life.. A really interesting history of the beginnings of Atari and early videogame design, straight from the mouth of the men &
women who were actually involved. A must see for any true fan of video games.. Is extremely unoptimized and has laggy
framerates.
I got insta-killed about 7 minutes in and decided not to try again.
Text-to-speech is super annoying.
Beautiful environments don't make up for the other problems.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/jnQZwjZcEhE. Really enjoyed the different art styles each of the different levels that I played. Only thing I
would change is at least let us know what to look for in some way like maybe song pace picking up when you are going in the
right direction? That's probably really complicatated and too much to ask for though. Really did enjoy wandering aimlessly
through it to a great soundtrack!
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got to 99% thought level was over died by a ♥♥♥♥ing squid

rip mouse 2017. They'll tell you bardock is a simple and easy to use character, but really you have to think a lot
For example, will you lariat at round start? If they block, what assist will you use to cover your lariat? See he's actually a really
complex character and-. You play as the last surviving member of the human race. Your goal is to find a new race before your
time is up and warn them about.... IT. The disease that wiped us out. Upon first encounter with an alien race, your character,
thinking he is being quite suave, decides to hit on them. Well, it somehow works and we are treated with some of the best H
animations I have ever seen in my young adult life. Beautiful. Although, how were you supposed to know it was the bosses
daughter? Upon realizing you did the Boston Steamer with his daughter, he sets an army upon you. BArely, you make it back to
the ship and boot it up and fly away. Only, they follow.

Its an alright game I guess 6\/10
Only bought it for the Hentai. A good TD.
What I would like to note is the developed non-linear story. For games of this genre it is not peculiar.
The variety of levels doesn't let you get bored. You will participate in battles on land, on water, in the air. At the same time, the
picture looks decent, there is no desire to turn off the game :D
The game is not the easiest, you can not just click on it a few times to pass the level, it will have to sweat. But this is not a
problem, because the game has good music.
You look at the game, and don't understand what you need to do, but then you get involved and you get real pleasure from the
game.
Fans of the genre will appreciate, and the rest will get unforgettable emotions.. Armored Kitten - 8.6/10

Armored Kitten is one of the most awesome games I have played for quite a long time! A simple but very fun concept! The only
thing I would add is a sound slider in the options because this game is VERY loud and you should change the rate that money is
given when completing a level as you can grind them by playing a relatively easy level such as distance running which gives you
7600 money and I managed to gather 100,000 money in under 10 minutes. Other than those, awesome game and well worth $2
in my personal opinion

Absolutely loving this game. The best run'n'gun game i have played over very long time. Easy controls and customization, cool
music and beautiful graphics. Worth the money.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRTQP7F57dQ&t=10s. The game was already fun before the balance patch, but now also
offers a bit of a challenge. Where money was abundant before, it is now possible to run out of it. This leads to having to find out
why and solving the problem, which adds some depth to an already pleasant game.. NIce little game with pretty difficult
gameplay. worth to play specially for any platformer fan.. A short puzzle game with interesting graphics and sounds.

+ Neat sound effects
+ Artistic graphics
+ Nice puzzles
+ Free

 Overall it's worth playing because it's free and has easy achievements.. It's good fun.

Island Maze Island Maze 1.1 update released:
A small update for Island Maze is now available:

 Added Undo (now you can undo any number of moves)

 Redesigned levels 15, 19, 24, 26 and 27
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